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ABSTRACT  
 

            The present study aims to relate archetypal patterns with Toni Morrison's novel The Bluest eye. The 

paper closely examines the comprehensible understanding of archetypal symbols and images through 

Morrison's characters and how they are interconnected with each other. The paper will explore and 

determine the universally accepted symbol. It also examines how the literary text, author, and symbols are 

interconnected. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

           Archetypal literary criticism is a type of analytical theory that interprets a text by focusing on 

recurring myths and archetypes (from the Greek archē, "beginning", and typos, "imprint") in the narrative, 

symbols, images, and character types in literary works. Archetypes are recurring ideas, motifs, images, and 

patterns found in various works. Archetypes have the same response in people all over the globe. 

 

           In Toni Morrison's novel, The Bluest Eye the title itself symbolizes the biological aspects of a 

particular group of people represented as superior to another group of people. The archetypal symbols lead 

to the oppression of a poor innocent girl into insanity towards the end of the novel. No one in her cultural 

group is better enough to teach her about the reality and truth of her identity that it depends on the 

geographical setting of a particular place. 

 

As Carl Jung said “mind is not born as a clean slate “structural elements are present in the unconscious state 

of mind.  

 

The color black – darkness symbolizes death, evil, ugly, etc…it can also be seen still today through the 

racist attitude that often leads to scandal, fatal flaws, and the tragic end of black people. A great marketing 

strategy in cosmetics and economy moves around the archetypal symbol color the black. 

 

The sacrificial scapegoat:  

           The main protagonist is identified with a tribe or a nation. They must die to atone for the people's sins 

and restore their fruitfulness. Pecola represents the whole society of African American community it failed 

to restore its natural beauty. Instead, they expose anger, frustration, and loveless attitude to their kit and kin. 

They never tried to restore love, peace, and harmony within society. The author made the lead protagonist 

an innocent girl Pecola, the whole scapegoatism of the society who faces various struggles throughout the 

novel. 
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Shadow archetypes: 

             Pecola's father Cholly Breedlove indicates a sinister devilish figure in the novel. Cholly had an 

unpleasant childhood he hates women. Morrison portrays Cholly as a drunken man, without moral values 

who rapes his daughter at last died in a workhouse. 

 

Trickster:  

             Soaphead church the priest instead of helping Pecola trick her to kill a dog he dislikes. Geraldine 

scolds her son junior not to behave like a nigger and stops him from playing with nigger boys. If he does he 

will be considered a low-class black child. Even though they were native African they consider themselves 

better by dressing well and having more money than other native people as if they belong to a different race. 

They trick themselves to showcase in a higher supremacy society. 

 

Archetypal women; 

(a) A good mother- Maginot line as Marie a prostitute who teaches Pecola a lot about social outcasts 

supports her gave love and guidance as a mother  

 

(b)A terrible mother-Pauline lame-legged woman often engages herself in watching TV shows. She is 

associated with violence and terribleness. Her son Sam Breedlove ran away from home due to disharmony 

in the home. She failed to protect her daughter from the evil society. She never regrets her action. 

 

Northrop Frye provides archetypal phases with literary types in” The Anatomy of Criticism” 

 

Spring and autumn: 

              The marigold seeds which Claudia and Frieda hopefully saved to buy a bicycle were sacrificed for 

Pecolas's baby signifying the revival for the spring season the flowers refused to bloom and the Pecolas's 

baby dies to symbolize the autumn season fall, tragedy, and death. She turned into tragic insane with a belief 

as she got the bluest eye, love, respect, and beauty accepted by all 

.  

             Thus in The Bluest Eye, Morrison presents various archetypal symbols to readers .Certain to be 

known and uplifted from society and a few to be changed in the mind of the human race. However, the 

struggle, ignorance, and prejudices against an innocent girl are portrayed clearly with archetypal patterns. 
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